The Casebook 3 exclusively from O2
O2’s low-cost, ruggedized two-in-one tablet is designed for the needs
of any workplace environment.
As budgets continue to decline and demand
seems to be increasing, you and your people are
stretched thinner to achieve your targets. So every
pound has to deliver the very greatest value, and
do so over the longest possible period of time.
New ways of working are essential to achieving the
operational efficiencies necessary. The Casebook 3
enables your people to work smarter and improve
collaboration. It gives them the ability to access
and update records directly from wherever their
working, saving time typing them up back at
the office afterwards, which leads to improved
accuracy as well saving paper – improving your
company's sustainability.
In partnership with TETRATAB, O2 brings
you the Casebook 3
• A tablet ruggedized to meet the needs of
people working in a variety of professional
environments and is available exclusively
through O2, the only CAS(T)-certified
network and WAN provider.
• Highly robust design for a long life of busy
hospital use, featuring shock resistance, and
an IP52 rating for dust and water resistance.

• Long, six-hour battery life when used
continuously (up to nine days on standby),
so can last even the longest of shifts.
• Enables strong security compliance with
optional handgrips that have NFC smart-card
holders allowing ID cards to be attached.
• Lightweight, well-proportioned with a
crystal-clear 10.1” LCD and your choice
of either Microsoft Windows 10 or Google
Android 6 (Marshmallow) software.
The tablet enables smarter working and improved
collaboration. It gives anyone from a builder on
a construction site, to maintenance personnel on
aircrafts or trains, access to records instantly which
removes the need to make trips to the office each
time they require records.
We are dedicated to running our business
responsibly. Through our environmental initiatives,
we’ve become the UK’s first telecoms network
to be awarded the triple carbon standard for
carbon, waste and water. Our solutions and
flexible working enable us to drive paperless
practices, and reduce travel and energy expenses
in our clients’ organisations, and our own.

• Latex-free construction – with an antimicrobial
coating, allowing it to be quickly disinfected and
cleaned reducing costs and spread of diseases
as well as it's impact on the environment.
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For more information on The Casebook 3
from O2 for your organisation, contact your
account manager, call us on 01235 433 507
or visit o2.co.uk/enterprise.
@o2businessuk

